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What is Nonprofit Power Delivery Intelligence Initiative (PDi2)?
Mission:
Help the North American power industry
make informed decisions about
transmission and distribution infrastructure
investment, rate-based recovery,
resiliency, and reliability.
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Underground

Storm Impacts and Cost of Power Outages
• Can cost utilities $14 million/day(1)
• Cost the economy $18 to $33 billion/year (2)
• Lawrence Berkley National Labs 2016 calculates
nearly $110billion/year!
• What is causing the weather-related outages
• Unusual weather and or greater severity?
• More people living in risk prone areas?
• Aging infrastructure?
• Challenges with right-of-way maintenance?
• Other?
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(1)

Study of Dominion Virginia Power

(2)

Report from the White House on Aug 13 2013

What is Causing the Outages?
Utilities seem to generally agree:
• Utility 1: 76% of outages are attributed to
weather, fallen trees & aging equipment
• Utility 2:
― Hurricane: ~90% of 1.4 million customers out:
“power lines and poles downed by windblown trees and broken transformers”
― Severe weather is the leading cause:
lightning, strong winds, ice and snow,
floods, coastal salt contamination, and trees.
• Utility 3: Weather is the leading cause of power
outages. High winds, lightning, ice and snow,
and trees.
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Studies & Projects Commissioned:
Developed independently by nationally recognized consulting firms

1.

Going Up or Down:
Factors to consider before investing in T&D OH or UG

2.

UG Transmission Circuit Performance During Flooding due to Major Weather Events
(Survey)

3.

Utility Infrastructure Resiliency Playbook

4.

Utility Experience Database: T&D Maintenance Cost per Mile*

5.

Model: Life Cycle Cost of OH & UG Systems*

*in progress
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Why is Strategic Undergrounding Attractive Now?
A few observations:
• All time high weather-related outages and costs
• Home office work demanding reliability
• State regulators/law makers:
• Connecting GDP to grid total restoration time
• Offering favorable recovery and investment opportunities.
• Utility executives: distribution investment returns can fill gap caused by
lack of generation & transmission investments
• Cost of underground is coming down with lower-cost installation
techniques.
• Materials, manufacturing, and installation quality control are greatly
improved enabling cable systems to live 2 to 3 times longer than wood
pole supported assets.
• Health assessment technology eliminates risk during installation and
predict failure in aging assets.
• Life-cycle calculations are showing dramatic differences in maintenance
cost of OH vs UG.
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Utility Distribution Infrastructure
Resiliency Playbook
• 7 utility case studies
• High level practices for UG hardening & resiliency
• Strategic roadmap for undergrounding program
1. Defining Program Objectives
2. Creating a Resiliency Program
3. Developing the Program Plan
4. Obtaining Approval
5. Implementation Strategies:
Communication, Construction, KPIs
6. Reporting Program Progress
7. Evaluating Overall Program Success
8. Collection of Lessons Learned
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Case Study A
• Multiple hurricanes caused widespread damage and
outages.
• Public service commission developed a set of grid
hardening rules and then validated the work to strengthen
the state’s infrastructure while keeping costs down for
ratepayers.
• Hardening program implemented.
• After two significant hurricanes a statewide report
confirms:
• storm hardening rules are working
• identified areas that can be improved with
undergrounding programs, customer
communications, and tree-trimming coordination with
local governments.
• One report shows 30% reduction in outages over 4 years.
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Case Study B
• Two large storms nearly back-to-back caused 9+
restoration days.
• Public and regulators deemed restoration pace
unreasonable.
• Needed solution to long-duration outages.
• Weather-related storm outages history reviewed.
• Identified target population: 60-65% of outages related to
approximately 20% of the tap line mileage (4000 miles).
• Undergrounding program established for target
population.
• Data shows 50% reduction in total restoration time.
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Case Study C
• Experiencing high frequency of failures on tap lines
• Targeted ~2200 miles of distribution for strategic
undergrounding
• Concurrently installing automation equipment on 400
miles
• One report shows CMI* improvement:
• 2% attributed to automation equipment
• 16% attributed to strategic undergrounding

*Customer Minutes Interrupted
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Preview of Maintenance Cost per Mile Study
Ratio Overhead/Underground Maintenance Cost Per Mile
Utility A West Coast

Utilty B Southwest

Utility C Central

Utility D Northeast

Utility E Southeast
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• Based on USA IOU public information
• Data compared for 3 years typical
• Excluding storm costs
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• Currently only distribution data
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Summary
• Weather outages: Biggest impact to the grid and at all time high.
• Regulatory bodies support strategic investment impacting GDP
and total restoration time.
• Utility executives see large opportunity to invest billions with
guaranteed rate of return.

• Cost of underground is coming down with new installation
technology.
• Materials, manufacturing, and installation quality control are
greatly improved allowing cable systems to live 2 to 3 times
longer than wood pole supported assets.

• Life-cycle calculations are showing dramatic difference in
maintenance cost of OH vs UG.
• PDi2 is a resource for complimentary data-driven information.
• PDi2 advocates for the grid resiliency solutions with lowest lifecycle cost.
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PDi2.Org Complimentary Educational Resources
• Paper & Articles
• Live & Recorded
Webinars
• Research
• Videos interviews
with industry leaders

5/6/2021
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21st-Century Costs of Underground
A 6-part webinar series
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